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Our visual system can solve the difficult problem of representing multiple motions in the same part of the visual space,
the motion transparency
problem. We investigated
the conditions under which transparent
motion perception
occurs
through psychophysical
observations,
using a series of visual displays
composed
of two simple patterns moving in
opposite
directions.
We found that whenever
a display has
finely balanced
opposing
motion signals in all local regions,
it is perceptually
nontransparent.
The displays that appeared
transparent
always contain locally unbalanced
motion signals, with some local regions having net motion signals in
one direction
and some other regions in the opposite direction. These interdigitating
net motion signals in both directions appear to be integrated
separately
to form two overlapping transparent
surfaces.
Displays that were spatially
balanced could be made perceptually
transparent
if the two
components
moving in opposite directions
were at different
stereo depth planes or had different spatial frequency contents. Our results can be explained
by proposing
a disparityand spatial frequency-specific
suppression
stage in the motion pathway, at which motion signals of different directions,
but of the same disparity
and spatial frequency
contents,
locally inhibit each other. Such a mechanism
would suppress
noise input to the motion system, which generally activates
several direction
channels
simultaneously,
and would still
not eliminate
activity evoked by transparent
surfaces that
are at different depths or have different textures.
[Key words: motion transparency,
visual psychophysics,
stereopsis,
motion-stereo
interaction,
random dot patterns,
counterphase
gratings]

Motion transparency is defined as the perception of more than
one velocity field in the samepart of the visual space.It is an
important problem to study becausetransparent motion occurs
frequently in the natural environment, due to either partial occlusionsof moving objects or motion of overlapping semitransparent surfaces.For example, when one is looking at an animal
moving behind busheson a windy day, his visual system has
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to representthe velocity fields of both the animal and the bushes
at the sametime in the samepart of space.Other examplesare
shadowsmoving across textured backgrounds, or stationary
specularreflections from turning objects. A demonstration of
transparentmotion perception is a display with two independent
setsof random dots moving in opposite directions in the same
location in the visual field. Two transparent surfaces,one defined by each set of dots, are seenas continuously and independently moving acrosseach other.
Not all patterns with two components moving in opposite
directionsgive the perceptof motion transparency.A well-known
example is the so-calledcounterphasegrating composedof two
identical sine wave gratings moving acrosseach other in opposite directions and with equal speed(Levinson and Sekuler,
1975). Instead of perceiving two coherent transparentsinewave
gratings, one usually seesflicker or oscillation. It is therefore of
interest to determine the conditions under which a composite
pattern appearstransparent. One possibleexplanation for the
lack of transparency in counterphasegratings relies on the fact
that a counterphasegrating is mathematically equivalent to a
singlestanding sine wave with temporally modulated contrast.
However, we present in this article someother nontransparent
displays that cannot be explained this way.
Motion transparency is also a challengingproblem from the
computational point of view, becausemost machine vision algorithms have difficulties with it. There are typically two steps
of computation in these models: an initial measurementstep
that detectsin eachlocation somemeasureof the motion signal,
and a subsequentpooling or regularization step that combines
all the measurementsin an area to obtain a single motion estimation for that area (Horn and Schunck, 1981; Lucas and
Kanade, 1981;Hildreth, 1984;Heeger, 1987;Poggioet al., 1988;
Wang et al., 1989; Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990). The measurements in the first stepnormally have the aperture problem (Hildreth, 1984): they are only sensitive to motion perpendicular
to local spatial orientations in the stimuli. The secondpooling
step is required in order to solve the aperture problem. The
secondstagealsohelpsto reducenoiseand to interpolate motion
acrossareaswith sparseinitial measurements.The pooling is
usually basedon somesmoothnessassumptionsabout the velocity field, or on the least-squaresmethod, which finds the
solution most consistent with the initial measurementsfrom
severalnearby locations.Thesemodelswork well for onemotion
but typically fail to recover multiple motions under transparent
conditions [but seeShizawa and Mase (1990) for an exception,
to be consideredin Discussion]. By using an array of motion
detectors with various preferred directions and speeds,the first
step of these models can measurethe different directions of
motion of the transnarent stimuli (Zucker et al.. 19901.How-
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ever, the second step poses a major problem: there does not
seem to be an easy way of combining these initial measurements
from an area to obtain more than one motion vector. One might
think that this could be achieved by first grouping the initial
measurements into two sets and then performing the pooling
operation within each set. But without extra cues other than
motion, there is no basis for the grouping. A natural question
is how the human visual system is able to solve the motion
transparency problem, which has proved so difficult in machine
vision.
In order to investigate the physiological basis of multiple
motion representation, transparent random dot patterns have
previously been used in our laboratory as stimuli in recording
experiments from V 1 and MT cells in behaving monkeys (Snowden et al., 1991). It was found that the responses of most MT
cells to a transparent pattern, with one set of dots moving in
their preferred directions and the other in their antipreferred
directions, were significantly reduced compared to a single set
of dots moving in their preferred directions alone. This result
indicates strong suppression in MT between the preferred and
the antipreferred directions of motion. This type of suppression
was found to be much weaker in area V 1. While MT is usually
considered to be a major site for motion analysis, the role of
the directional suppression of MT cells in transparent motion
perception is not clear. Indeed, one would think that the subpopulation of directionally selective Vl cells whose responses
to transparent displays are not much suppressed could better
solve the problem of motion transparency.
To address the questions mentioned above, we have investigated the problem of motion transparency using a combination
of psychophysical, computational, and physiological approaches. Our results are presented in the following series of three
articles. The psychophysical findings, delineating the conditions
for transparent motion perception, are reported in this article.
In the second article, we present our physiological recordings
from Vl and MT using both transparent and nontransparent
displays (Qian and Andersen, 1994). The results of our computational modeling for explaining the perceptual transparency
of various displays are presented in the third article (Qian et
al., 1994).
In this article, we describe a series of new patterns that lie
between the transparent random dot patterns and the nontransparent counterphase gratings. The main finding is that whenever
a pattern has finely balanced opposing motion signals in each
local area, it is not perceptually transparent. This leads us to
propose that motion transparency could be explained by the
presence of locally unbalanced motion signals in different directions. We test the hypothesis by generating what we call
paired and unpaired dot patterns. We then introduce displays
containing two moving patterns with different disparities or
spatial frequency ranges and show that these extra cues facilitate
transparent motion perception. These cues are also present in
the real world because different objects tend to exist at different
depths and/or have different spatial frequency contents.
Preliminary versions of the results presented here have appeared previously in abstract form (Qian et al., 199 1).
Materials

and Methods

The visual displays were generated on an AST 386 PC with a Number
Nine SGT graphics board and displayed on a Monitronix video monitor.
The graphics board has a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. The vertical
refresh rate is 60 Hz noninterlaced. Each pixel extends a visual angle

of 0.028” when viewed at a distance of 114 cm or 0.056” at 57 cm. The
monitor was calibrated with an EG&G Gammer Scientific photometer
(model 450- 1) with capacitors added across the output resistors in order
to integrate over the monitor’s refresh period to obtain time-averaged
readings. In all experiments, a fixation point of 0.1” diameter was always
shown at the center of the monitor for the viewer to fixate. For all
displays, the directions of motion of the two moving components were
always leftward and rightward. The speeds of the two components were
equal unless indicated otherwise. If part of a pattern moved off the
display window, it was wrapped around and appeared on the other side
of the window. The orientation for all gratings and line patterns was
vertical. All experiments were conducted in a dimly lit room. In most
of our experiments (exceptions will be described in the next paragraph),
the patterns were viewed at a distance of 114 cm and each pattern
covered a 5” by 5” square display window. In qualitative experiments
exploring parameter ranges, each pattern was presented at the center of
the monitor for 5 sec. In two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) experiments, two 5” by 5” movies were shown side by side with a horizontal
separation of 0.6” between the closest edges. Each display lasted for 1
set, and the left and right positions of the two patterns were randomized.
The fixation point was halfway between the two patterns. The subjects
were asked to indicate which one of the patterns looked more like two
coherent motion patterns moving in opposite directions.
The experimental settings for testing disparity and spatial frequency
specificity were somewhat different from those described above. In the
2AFC experiments, two patterns in each trial were presented sequentially, one after another in random order, with a temporal separation
of 0.5 sec.Stereodot patternsweregenerated
usingred andgreendots
and viewed with red and green filters for the left and the right eyes,
respectively. These patterns were viewed at a distance of 57 cm and
they covered a square of 5” by 5” at this distance. When testing spatial
frequency specificity, gray scale rectangular patterns 9” wide and 2.5”
high were generated and viewed at a distance of 114 cm. All the other
parameters were the same as stated in the above paragraph.

Results
We will refer to each grating or each setof dots or lines moving
in a given direction asa component, rather than a surface,since
under some conditions it will not produce the perception of a
surface. All our stimuli consistedof two components moving
in oppositedirections, with eachcomponent covering the whole
display window. We define motion transparency in this study
asthe perception of two transparent surfacesmoving coherently
acrosseachother over the window. We would like to emphasize
that all the observationsreported in this article were madewhile
subjectsfixated a stationary point. The perceptofa display under
conditions allowing eyemovements can often be very different,
since subjectstend to track one of the moving components.
We mentioned in the introduction that somedisplays composed of two components moving in opposite directions give
the perception of motion transparency while othersappearnontransparent, asexemplified by the random dot patterns and the
counterphase gratings, respectively. We first report on more
systematic examination of these two patterns. We found that
over a wide range of parameterscounterphasegratings always
appear nontransparent and random dot patterns always appear
transparent. We then describenovel patternscreatedto elucidate
the critical factors accounting for transparent motion perception.
Counterphasegratings
None of the counterphasegratingswe examined showedmotion
transparency. For the spatial frequencies(from 0.3 to 8 cycles/
degree)and temporal frequencies(from 0.25 to 15 Hz) tested,
no transparencycould be perceived in the counterphasegratings.
One typically saw either periodic oscillation of the whole patterns, or flicker when the temporal frequencieswere high. Most
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of the gratings had a contrast of 0.5. We also tried other contrast
values and obtained the same results.
Random dot patterns
We observed motion transparency for the displays with two sets
of random dots moving across each other in opposite directions
over a wide range of parameters. The two sets of dots were
generated independently according to a uniform probability distribution over the display window. We first fixed the speed of
both sets of dots at 2”/sec. For as few as 10 dots in each set, two
well-defined transparent surfaces, one for each set of dots, could
be clearly seen. When the number of dots in each set was below
5, one tended to see individual dots moving instead of coherent
surfaces. We next fixed the number of dots in each set at 50 and
varied the speed of the dots. For speeds lower than IO”/sec
transparency was seen. For higher speeds the percept was not
well defined.
Can dlxerencesin the Fourier spectrumaccountfor dlxerences
in perceivedtransparency?
What makesthe random dot patterns perceptually transparent
and the counterphasegratings nontransparent?We examined
the differences between these two types of patterns. An ideal
counterphasegrating contains only one spatial frequency and
two temporal frequenciesof equalmagnitudeand oppositesigns,
while a random dot pattern with small dot size has a rather
broad Fourier spectrum. With this consideration, we generated
displays with two squarewave gratings to seeif an increaseof
the spatial and temporal frequency contents could make the
displays look transparent. Another difference betweenthe random dot patterns and the counterphasegratingsis that the former have luminance variations along both spatial dimensions
while the latter are one-dimensional.This canalsobeconsidered
as the difference in the richness of the two patterns’ spatial
frequency contents as their spatial Fourier spectraare one- and
two-dimensional, respectively. In order to investigate whether
dimensionality is an essentialfactor for motion transparency,
we generateddisplayswith two setsof randomly spacedparallel
line patterns, which were essentiallythe one-dimensionalversionsof the random dot patterns. We then createddisplayswith
two setsof equally spacedparallel line patterns, which were
between the square wave gratings and the randomly spaced
parallel line patterns in terms of their spatiotemporalfrequency
contents. All thesepatterns are shown schematically in Figure
1, and they form a gradual transition from one end of the diagram to the other.
Square wavegratings
The resultsfor displayswith two squarewave gratingswere very
similar to those for the counterphasegratings: no motion transparency wasperceived when the (fundamental) spatial and temporal frequencieswere varied over the samerange as for the
counterphasegratings discussedabove. As with the counterphasegratings, one sawonly oscillation and/or flicker.
Randomly spacedparallel line patterns
We saw motion transparency in displays with two setsof randomly spacedparallel line patterns. This was observed over a
wide range of parameters,suggestingthat the dimensionality of
a pattern is not the determining factor for transparency perception. The two setsof vertical lineswereindependently generated,
eachwith a uniform probability distribution for the horizontal
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Figure 1. Schematicdrawingsof the family of patternsusedin this

studyto determinethe conditionsunderwhichtransparentmotionperceptionoccurs.The patternsare orderedaccordingto the richnessof
their Fourierspectra.Theactualdisplayscontaintwocomponents
moving acrosseachother in oppositedirections.
position of the lines. We first set the line speedat 2Vsec. When
the number of lines in each set was below 25, we saw motion
transparency. With the number of lines per set adjustedabove
30, the display seemedtoo crowded and there appearedto be
a lot of random motion instead of two coherent transparent
surfaces.We next fixed the number of lines in each set at 15
and varied the speedof the motion. For speedsbelow 4%ec,
we sawtransparency; for speedshigher than 6Vsec,we did not.
These experiments demonstrate that one-dimensionalpatterns
can be seenastransparentbut within a smallerparameterrange
compared with the results from the two-dimensional random
dot patterns discussedabove.
Equally spacedparallel line patterns
The patterns used in this set of experiments were the sameas
those describedin the previous paragraph except the spacings
between adjacent lines in each component pattern were made
equal. We therefore had two identical sets of equally spaced
parallel line patterns moving acrosseach other. Interestingly,
over a wide rangeof parametersin which the randomly spaced
line patterns appearedtransparent, the correspondingequally
spacedline patterns showed no motion transparency. In fact,
the percept wasrather similar to that for the counterphasegratings.When the number of lines per setwas 15, no transparency
wasobserved for all line speedstested, ranging from 0.2” to 8’1
sec. At a speedof 2”/sec we saw no clear transparent motion
when the number of lines in each set was more than 5. With
the number of linesbelow 5, we could seeindividual linesmoving in both directions when the two setsof interdigitating lines
were well separated. As the two sets of lines were about to
superimpose,however, the percept of transparent motion was
lost. It should be emphasizedthat the sharpcontrast in perceptual transparency betweenthe randomly spacedand the equally
spacedline patterns, under identical conditions, is more important than the absolute transparency of individual patterns.
As the number of lines was decreased,the equally spacedline
patterns did appear slightly transparent.
The lack of motion transparency in the equally spacedline
patterns is not due to temporal aliasing.Consider, for example,
the pattern with 10 lines moving in eachdirection at the speed
of 2”/sec. Since the pattern is 5” wide, the fundamental spatial
period of the pattern (the spacingbetween two adjacent lines)
is 0.5”. For the 60 Hz monitor we used,the spatial displacement
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Unpaired dot pattern

Figure 2. Schematic drawings of the paired and the unpaired dot patterns. Note that dot pairs are asynchronized with respect to each other.
A typical display contains 50-100 pairs of dots. Only six pairs of dots
are shown here.

between two successiveframes at the speedof 2”/sec is only
0.03”, much smallerthan half of the fundamental spatial period.
Suppressionstagehypothesis
To summarize, displayswith two sinewave gratings(i.e., counterphase gratings), two squarewave gratings, and two sets of
equally spacedparallel lines did not give the percept of transparent motion while those with two setsof random dots and
randomly spacedparallel lines did over a wide rangeof parameters. These observations suggestthat neither spatiotemporal
frequency content nor dimensionality of a pattern is the determining factor of its perceptual transparency.
A simple and biologically plausible explanation of our observations is to assumea suppressionstagein the motion pathway at which motion signalsin different directions in eachsmall
region locally inhibit each other. For the nontransparent patterns(counterphaseand squarewave gratings,and equally spaced
parallel line patterns) with high spatial and temporal frequencies,the motion signalsin the two opposite directions were very
well balancedat all times, and they would strongly canceleach
other at the suppressionstage.For those with low spatial and
temporal frequenciesthe motion signalsin opposite directions
were well balancedat regular time intervals when the two opposite-going component patterns were spatially in phase and
this periodic lossof motion signalacrossthe whole pattern may
be the basisfor the oscillatory perception. For the random dot
and the randomly spacedparallel line patterns, on the other
hand, there is considerable locally unbalanced unidirectional
motion signalsacrossthe pattern due to the fluctuations of the
local dot or line densities. For example, in a small area, there
may be three dots moving in one direction while only one moving in the oppositedirection. The cancellation of motion signals
in each local region is therefore much weaker and the suppressive stageconsequentlyrespondsmore rigorously. A more quantitative explanation with computer simulationswill be given in
a following companion article (Qian et al., 1994).
To test further the idea that the perception of motion transparency correspondsto the detection of locally unbalancedmotion signals,we designedthe paired and the unpaired dot patterns to be describednext.
Paired and unpaired dot patterns
We generatedpaired random dot patternsthat consistedof many
randomly located pairs of dots (seeFig. 2). The two dots in each

pair moved acrosseach other over a certain distance and then
disappearedand reappeared in a new and randomly chosen
location. The disappearancesand reappearancesof dot pairs
were asynchronized with respect to each other. We reasoned
that if motion transparency can indeed be explained by the
detection of the unbalancedmotion energiesin opposite directions, we should not see transparent motion in a paired dot
pattern when the distance over which dots in each pair travel
acrosseach other is small. This is indeed what we observed.
With 50 suchpairs of dots moving at a speedof 2”/sec,we found
that no transparency was evident if the dots traveled lessthan
0.4” (or 14 pixels) on the monitor. This correspondedto a dot
lifetime of 240 msec.In fact, the displayslook more like flicker.
The lack of motion transparency wasnot becausethat the dots
did not travel far enough for any motion to be detected. If one
concentrated on a small area, the opposedmotion of both dots
in a pair could be easily seen. What was destroyed by the process
of pairing was the global coherent motion percept. More importantly, if instead of crossingover each other, the two dots
in each pair had a vertical offset of 0.2” or more, or if the dots
were simply unpaired by positioning them independently, we
sawclear motion transparency. With the distancedots traveled
fixed at 0.2”, we saw no transparency when the speedof dots
wasabove l”/sec. For speedsbelow O.Y/sec, sometransparency
could be seenfor a short period of time after the onset of the
display, but then disappeared.We also generated paired dot
patterns with dark dots moving on bright background asa control for phosphor persistenceon the monitor, and similar results
were obtained. Theseexperiments show that even two-dimensionalpatternscan be madenontransparentif the motion signals
in the opposite directions are carefully balanced.
To quantify the degreeof motion transparency in paired dot
patterns, we measuredperceptual performance in two tasksusing a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) paradigm. One way
to manipulate the amount of perceptual transparency is to vary
the vertical offset of the two dots in each pair. We generated
nine paired dot patterns with the vertical offset between two
dots in each pair equal to O-8 pixels, respectively (1 pixel correspondsto 0.028” of visual angleat the viewing distanceof 114
cm usedin this experiment). There were 100 pairs of dots and
eachdot moved at a speedof 2”/secover a distanceof 0.2”. Each
pattern was then displayed besidea standard pattern and subjects were askedto indicate which of the two patterns wasmore
transparent. We usedthe pattern with a vertical offset of 4 pixels
as the standard sinceit appearedto be halfway between clearly
transparent and nontransparent. Figure 3 plots the probability
that a particular pattern appeared more transparent than the
standard one as a function of the vertical offset of that pattern
for three subjects.It is clear from this curve that as the offset
between two dots in each pair becamelarger, and therefore the
motion signalsbecame more unbalanced, the pattern looked
more transparent.
In the second2AFC experiment, we generatedanother series
of paired dot patterns, each with a certain percentageof dots
unpaired and the rest paired with 0 vertical offset. The unpaired
dots were simply positioned independently and randomly over
the display window. Again, there were 100dots moving in each
direction

and each dot moved at a speed of 2”/sec over a distance

of 0.2”. We usedthe pattern with 50% paired and 50%unpaired
dots as the standard for all patterns to compare with. Figure 4
plots the percentageof the time a particular pattern wasdeemed
more transparent than the standard one as a function of the
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Figure 3. Two-alternativeforcedchoiceexperimentwith differentver-

tical offsets.The threecurvesare resultsfrom threedifferentsubjects.
Wegenerated
ninepaireddot patternswith vertical offsetbetweentwo
dotsin eachpair equalto O-8pixels(1 pixel corresponds
to 0.028”of
visualangleat the viewingdistanceof 114cmusedin thisexperiment).
The patternwith offsetequalto 4 pixelswaschosenasthe standardfor
all the other patternsto comparewith. The locationof the standard
patternon the x-axisis indicatedby an arrow. The percentage
of times
a patternappeared
moretransparentthanthe standardisplottedagainst
the amountof offsetin that pattern.

percentageof unpaired dots in that pattern. Not surprisingly,
the higher the percentageof paired dots in a pattern, the less
transparent the pattern looked.
There is an alternative explanation for the lack of motion
transparency in the paired dot patterns. It could be arguedthat
at the point of crossingover, the identity of the two dots in each
pair is lost. As a result, the two dots in each pair may appear
to bounceback rather than move acrossone another. When this
happensthe effective displacementof dots is halved and thus
the motion signal is weaker, which could account for the lack
of transparency. There are several reasonsto reject this possibility. First, when a vertical offset of one or two pixels is introducedbetweenthe two dots in eachpair, and therefore the above
miscorrespondenceproblem is greatly reduced,the patterns are
still largely nontransparent. Second,for a given paired dot pattern, if we halve the distancethe dots travel and unpair the dots,
the resulting pattern looks much more transparent. Finally, we
generatedpaired dot patterns in which two dots in each pair
had either different colors (one red, the other green)or different
signsof contrast (one bright, the other dark, both moving on a
gray background). All dots moving in the samedirection were
of the samecolor or samesign of contrast. Again, the miscorrespondenceproblem wasgreatly reducedin thesepatterns. After proper adjustment so that the red and green dots appeared
equally bright or that the bright and the dark dots appearedto
have equal absolutecontrast, the patterns were again nontransparent.
The fact that paired dot patterns with red and green colors
can also be made nontransparent by properly adjusting the relative luminancesof the two colors deservessomefurther comments.The result shouldnot be taken asindicating that motion
analysisis color blind. It merely suggeststhat local motion suppression between opposite directions of motion is not color
specific; that is, the suppressionis not restricted within indi-
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Unpaird
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Figure 4. Two-alternativeforcedchoiceexperimentwith differentper-

centageof pairedand unpaireddots.The threecurvesareresultsfrom
three different subjects.We generatednine paired dot patternswith
percentage
of unpaireddotsequalto O-100%.The patternwith 50%
unpaireddotswaschosenasthe standardfor all the other patternsto
comparewith. The locationof the standardpattern on the x-axis is
indicatedby anarrow. Thepercentage
oftimesa patternappeared
more
transparentthan the standardis plotted againstthe percentage
of unpaireddotsin that pattern.
vidual color channels. It has been demonstrated convincingly
that color information does contribute to motion analysis
(Krauskopf and Farell, 1990; Dobkins and Albright, 1993).
Disparity

specificity

So far we have considered stimuli with two components of
motion at the same disparity, and explained their perceptual
transparency by proposing a suppressionstagein the motion
pathway, in which motion signalsof different directions locally
inhibit each other. We wondered if the suppressionis disparity
specific; that is, if the two components of a stimulus are in
different depth planes, does the stimulus become perceptually
more transparent? We generated stereoscopicpaired dot patterns in which two dots in each pair had different binocular
disparities and therefore appeared to move in different depth
planes. All dots moving in the same direction had the same
disparity. When viewed binocularly, such patterns appeared
much more transparent than when viewed monocularly. Also,
the larger the disparity, the more transparent a pattern appeared
to be. This suggeststhat suppressionat the motion opponency
stageis strongestamong motion detectors tuned to similar disparities.
To quantify this effect, we generatedfive paired dot patterns
with stereo disparities betweenthe two dots in each pair equal
to 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 pixels, respectively (1 pixel correspondsto
0.056” of visual angle at the viewing distanceof 57 cm usedin
this experiment). The fixation point had zero disparity and it
lay midway in depth between the two disparity planesdefined
by the two setsof dots moving in opposite directions. There
were 50 pairs of dots and each dot moved at a speedof 3.4”/
set over a distanceof 0.4”. We measuredthe psychometriccurves
usinga 2AFC paradigm. The pattern with 4 pixel disparity was
chosenas the standard and eachpattern was compared with it.
In each trial, two patterns for comparisonwere shownone after
another in a random order with a 0.5 set gap betweenthem and
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Figure 5. Two-alternative forced choice experiment with different disparity. The two curves are results from two different subjects. We generated five paired dot patterns with stereo disparities between the two
dots in each pair equal to 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 pixels, respectively (1 pixel
corresponds to 0.056” of visual angle at the viewing distance of 57 cm
used in this experiment). The pattern with 4 pixel disparity was chosen
as the standard and each pattern was compared with it. The location
of the standard pattern on the x-axis is indicated by an arrow. The
percentage of times a pattern appeared more transparent than the standard is plotted against the disparity of that pattern.

the subjectswere askedto indicate which pattern appearedmore
transparent. It can be seenfrom the results in Figure 5 that
increasingthe amount of disparity makes a paired dot pattern
look more transparent.
In the above experiment, the disparity between two dots in
each pair was generatedby horizontally displacing the red and
greenimages(for the left and the right eyes,respectively) of the
two dots in opposite directions. As a consequence,the pairing
of dots becamelessprecisefor patterns with larger disparities,
due to the larger displacements.The decreaseddegreeof pairing
with increasing disparity could be argued to account for the
increaseof perceptual transparency in Figure 5. To be certain
that binocular stereomechanismsreally contribute to the emergenceof transparency perception, we need to compare the perceptual transparency of a stereopaired dot pattern viewed monocularly with the samepattern viewed binocularly. As it would
be inconvenient to ask the subjectsto sometimescloseone eye
during the experiments, we generatedthe monocular patterns
from the correspondingbinocular ones by making all the red
dots in thesepatterns invisible and all greendots yellow so that
they could be seenthrough the filters on both eyes.
The following experiment was designed,basedon the above
consideration, (1) to quantify further the contribution of binocular disparity to transparency perception, and (2) to control
for the decreasedpairing of dots that results from the introduction of disparity. This was done by comparing the effect of
disparity (on transparency)in binocular paired dot patterns with
the effect of unpairing dots in the corresponding monocular
paired dot patterns. We generated seven monocular patterns
with different percentagesof paired and unpaired dots similar
to what we did in Figure 4. They were derived from the seven
corresponding binocular patterns, all having a fixed disparity
betweenthe two dots in each pair. We then askedour subjects
to compare thesemonocular patterns with a standard binocular
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Figure 6. Two-alternative forced choice experiment with monocular
and binocular patterns. Seven monocular patterns with different percentages of paired and unpaired dots were generated by modifying (see
Results for details) the corresponding binocular patterns with disparity
of 2 pixels (for subject BG) or 4 pixels (for subject NQ). One pixel
corresponds to 0.056” of visual angle at the viewing distance of 57 cm
used in this experiment. The binocular pattern with 0% unpaired dots
was used as the standard for all the monocular patterns to compare
with. An arrow was marked at 0 along the x-axis as a reminder of this
fact. The percentage of times a monocular pattern appeared more transparent than the binocular standard pattern is plotted against the percentage of unpaired dots in the monocular pattern.

pattern, which was the samebinocular pattern used to derive
the monocular pattern with 0% of unpaired dots. In each trial,
two patterns for comparisonwere shown one after another in a
random order with a 0.5 set gap betweenthem, and the subjects
wereaskedto indicate which pattern appearedmore transparent.
The resultsare shown in Figure 6. Due to the different stereo
acuity of the two subjects,we useda fixed disparity of 2 pixels
for subject BG and 4 pixels for subject NQ (again, 1 pixel subtends 0.056” in these experiments). The leftmost point on the
figure for eachsubjectwasthe result ofcomparing the monocular
and binocular versions of the samepattern. If the stereo cues
did not contribute to the perceptual transparency, the point
would be around 50% along the y-axis. Instead, the subjects
always reported that the binocular versions of the patterns were
more transparent than the monocular onesin all trials. By locating the point corresponding to the chance level (50%) in
Figure 6, we conclude that the contribution of stereocuesgenerated by 2 pixel disparity for subject BG and 4 pixel disparity
for subject NQ was equivalent to unpairing about 40% of the
dots. For subject NQ, 2 pixel disparity wasnot enoughto generate any significanteffect while, for subjectBG, 4 pixel disparity
was so effective that the binocular version of the pattern with
all dots paired was more transparent than all the monocular
patterns, including the one with all dots unpaired.
Spatial frequency

specijicity

It is well known that for any direction of motion there are cells
or channelstuned to different spatialand/or temporal frequency
ranges(Campbell and Robson, 1968; Graham and Nachmias,
1971; Shapley and Lennie, 1985). It is therefore interesting to
know if suppressionoccursbetween any two channelswith opposite directional preference,or if there is more specificity. The
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well-known observation that two oppositely directed sine wave
gratings with very different spatial frequencies appear transparent suggests that the suppression is spatial frequency specific.
We have generated such displays and found that when the spatial
frequencies of the two gratings differ by more than 2 octaves
we see transparent motion.
Consider two sine wave patterns with identical amplitude,
different spatial frequencies, and with temporal frequencies of
equal magnitude and opposite signs (therefore moving in opposite directions). Mathematically, the summation of the two
gratings is given by
sin(k,x

+ wt) + sin&x
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= 2 sinl*Xjcoslk’-k7X
+ otj,
(1)
\L
/\L
/
where k, and k,, and w and -w are the angular spatial and
temporal frequencies of the two sine wave gratings, respectively.
For k, z k,, the right-hand side of Equation 1 represents a lower
spatial frequency ((k, - k,)/2) envelope moving on a stationary
higher spatial frequency ((k, + k,)/2) background. Perceptually,
however, one sees two transparent gratings with spatial frequencies k, and k, moving across each other if the difference
between k, and k, is more than 2 octaves. This paradox can be
explained by assuming that the display is first decomposed into
the two terms on the left-hand side of Equation 1 by two separate
spatial frequency channels early in the motion pathway and the
two channels do not strongly interact with each other at the
suppression stage.
We also generated displays composed of two band-limited
patterns moving across each other in opposite directions. Each
band-limited pattern was a summation of several equal-speed
vertical sine wave gratings with their spatial frequencies chosen
from a certain range and with arbitrary relative amplitudes and
phases among the gratings. We found that transparent motion
was clearly observed when the spatial frequency bands of the
two patterns were nonoverlapping and when their central frequencies were more than 2 octaves apart, suggesting little suppression between different spatial frequency channels.
To study this perceptual phenomenon more quantitatively,
we generated five patterns composed of two sine wave gratings
moving across each other in opposite directions. Each pattern
had one sine wave grating fixed at the spatial frequency of 0.36
cycle/degree and the other grating had a spatial frequency that
was 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, or 2.5 octaves higher than the first one. All
gratings had temporal frequency magnitudes of 2.5 cycles/set
and a contrast of 0.5. The pattern with two gratings 1.5 octaves
apart was chosen as the standard for all the patterns to compare
with in a 2AFC experiment. The results shown in Figure 7
indicates that the larger the spatial frequency difference between
the two gratings in a pattern, the more transparent it appeared.
In the above experiment, we fixed one sine wave component
in every pattern at a relatively low spatial frequency and increased the spatial frequency of the other to make the pattern
look progressively more transparent. We also generated a complementary set of patterns, each of which contained a fixed sine
wave grating with a relatively high spatial frequency and the
other with gradually decreasing spatial frequencies. The results
(not shown) were the same as above: patterns containing two
sine wave gratings with larger spatial frequency difference moving in opposite directions appeared more transparent.
We interpret the above results as suggesting a lack of direc-
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Figure 7. Two-alternative forced choice experiment with various spatial frequency differences. Five patterns composed of two sine wave
gratings moving across each other in opposite directions were generated.
Each pattern had one sine wave grating fixed at the spatial frequency
of 0.36 cycle/degree and the other grating had spatial frequency that
was 0.5, 1, 1.5,2, and 2.5 octaves higher than the first one, respectively.
The pattern with two gratings 1.5 octaves apart was chosen as the
standard for all the patterns to compare with. The location of the standard pattern on the x-axis is indicated by an arrow. The percentage of
times a pattern appeared more transparent than the standard is plotted
against the spatial frequency difference between the two sine wave gratings of that pattern.

tional inhibition between different spatial frequency channels.
An alternative explanation is that patterns containing two sine
wave gratings with large spatial frequency differences appear
more transparent simply becauseof the presenceof these very
different spatial frequencies,having nothing to do with the lack
of inhibition between them. To rule out this possibility, we
generated three patterns all containing the same two spatial
frequenciestwo octavesapart. We will refer to thesefrequencies
as lf and 4f for the convenience of the following description.
Pattern 1 consistedof a lf sine wave grating moving to the left
and a 4f grating moving to the right. It was identical to one of
the patterns used above in Figure 7. Pattern 2 contained a li
and a 4f grating moving to the left, and a lf and a 4f grating
moving to the right. It is equivalent to an addition of two different counterphasegratings. Since this pattern was a sum of
four sine wave gratings (two in each counterphasegrating), its
mean luminance wastwo times that of the first pattern. Pattern
3 was identical to pattern 2 except that the mean luminance
was halved. We compared these patterns using a 2AFC paradigm and pattern 1 was consideredmore transparent than patterns 2 and 3 in all 20 trails for both subjects CL and NQ.
Although patterns 2 and 3 contained two very different spatial
frequenciescompared to pattern 1, the motion signalsat each
of thesespatial frequencieswere canceledout within eachof the
counterphasegratingscontained in thesepatterns.
Discussion
The work presentedhere was inspired by the issueswe raised
in the introduction of this paper. Briefly, these issuesare as
follows. (1) Not all displays with two overlapping components
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and Andersen, 1994; Qian et al., 1994). We will also show in
the physiology article that although Vl cells respond well to
/
\
transparentpatterns, they alsogive good responsesto nontransMT cell
parent ones.In fact, the average Vl activity could not reliably
distinguish the paired dot patterns from nonpaired oneswhile
the average MT activity could.
Our results with the paired and the unpaired dot patterns
MT subunlts
indicate that small differences in alignment of the opposing
motion on the order of a fraction of a degreecan causemajor
differencesin perceived transparency. The two types of patterns
can therefore be best distinguishedby units of similarly small
VI cells
sizes.The receptive field sizesof MT cells, however, are much
too large. If MT is indeed the suppressionstagethat could difFigure 8. A schematic
drawingof the proposedsubunitstructurefor
MT cells.The receptivefieldof anMT cellisassumed
to be composed ferentiate the paired and the unpaired dot patterns, one hasto
assumethat the receptive field of an MT cell is composedof
of manysubunits(only threeareshown).Motion suppression
occursat
the level of MT subunits,eachof which receivesmutually inhibitory
small subunits of the size of a fraction of a degree and that
inputsfrom Vl cellstunedto differentdirectionsof motion(only two
motion suppressionoccurs at the subunit level. If it is further
oppositedirectionsof motionare shown).The overallresponse
of the
MT cell is assumed
to equalto the sumof the thresholdedresponses assumedthat the responseof each subunit is thresholded and
of all of its subunits.Arrows in the figurerepresentpreferreddirections. that the total responseof an MT cell is determined by the sum
Thecurvesinsidetherectangular boxes represent
thresholdnonlinearity. of the thresholded outputs of all its subunits, the cell will then
The plus and minus signs representexcitatoryand inhibitory connec- respondto the two types of patterns differently. We suggestthat
tions,respectively.
the hypothesized MT subunits correspondto Vl inputs to MT
and therefore the sizesof subunitsshould be comparableto V 1
receptive field sizes. The idea is illustrated schematically in
moving in opposite directions give a percept of motion transFigure 8. The subunit assumption is consistent with a recent
parency. What, then, arethe conditions under which transparent
motion perception occurs?(2) Pooling procedures commonly
finding by Shadlen et al. (1993) that directional tuning of MT
cells is determined by local motion instead of global apparent
used in computer models of motion detection allow only one
motion estimation over the area of pooling. Is there a stagein
motion.
the human visual systemthat hasa similar limitation? (3) SingleWe found that the paired dot patterns without disparity are
unit recordingsindicate that MT cells show strong suppression perceptually nontransparent if the dots travel less than 0.4”,
under the foveation condition, and arguethat it is a consequence
among different directions of motion (Snowden et al., 1991).
What is the role of this suppressionin transparent motion perof local suppressionamong different directions of motion. The
ception? Since Vl cells respond better to transparent patterns,
result implies that in the absenceof any extra cues such as
doesthis mean that Vl activity forms the basisof transparent
disparity or spatial frequency, the suppressivemechanismonly
motion perception?Although this article is focusedon the first
allows one motion to be representedin a small area of about
question, namely, the conditions for transparent motion per0.4”. This reminds usof the pooling or regularization procedures
ception, the resultsalso shed light on the other two questions.
usedin most computer models,which inevitably combine initial
As we have already mentioned, our results suggestthat a
measurementsfrom an area into a singlemotion estimation. It
suppressivemechanismsuch as the one found in MT may actherefore seemsreasonableto identify the proposedsuppression
stagein the motion pathway with the pooling stepin computer
tually determine the perceptual transparency of a display. Specifically, we found that displays with locally well-balancedmomodels. This identification suggeststhat the pooling procedure
tion signals in opposite directions are perceptually
in computer models should be restricted to areasin the range
nontransparent. These displays presumably maximize the deof 0.4”. More importantly, it also suggeststhat functions of
gree of local directional suppressionand therefore evoke minsuppressionin MT could be similar to the functions of pooling
imal responsesat the suppressionstage.The transparentdisplays
in computer models. These functions include solving the apwe studied,on the other hand, alwayscontain locally unbalanced
erture problem and reducing noise.We will discusstheseissues
motion signals.For example, the unpaired dot patterns are loin more detail in our following physiology and modelingarticles.
cally unbalanced becauseof the random nature of dot distriFinally, the results suggestthat transparency can be extracted
butions. The paired dot patterns with a fixed amount of disparity
more efficiently if additional cues are used, such as disparity
between the two dots in all pairs are also unbalanced because and spatialfrequency, to disambiguatenoisestimuli from transthe dots moving in oppositedirections excite different disparity
parent stimuli. Thesecuestake advantageof the fact that transchannelsat the samelocation. Likewise, stimuli composedof
parent surfacesin the real world generally are at different depths
two oppositely directed sine wave gratings with very different
and have different textures.
spatial frequenciesare unbalancedbecausethe two gratingsacThe lack of transparency in the paired dot patterns (without
tivate different spatialfrequency channels.We proposethat these
disparity) also indicates that the motion vectors in different
displays are perceptually transparent becausethe unbalanced
directions cannot be too closeto eachother in order to generate
motion signalsgeneratesignificantresidualresponsesat the supthe percept of motion transparency: when they are too close,
they simply cancel each other out due to local suppressionor
pressionstage.We further proposethat the reasonthosedisplays
with unbalanced disparity or spatial frequency are transparent
pooling. On the other hand, it is alsoobvious that thesedifferent
is that suppressionis greater between similar disparity and spamotion vectors should not be too far apart either, for otherwise
tial frequency channels.These ideaswill be discussedfurther in
one would simply seedifferent motions in spatially separated
our following articlesconcerningphysiology and modeling(Qian
regions without being able to integrate them into transparent
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surfaces over the same region (van Doom and Koenderink,
1982). Somewhere between these two extreme situations lie the
conditions for transparent motion perception. The motion vectors in different directions should be locally separated enough
(and therefore unbalanced) to survive the local suppression
among different directions of motion, while at the same time
globally mixed enough to allow a presumed later stage to integrate the net signals spatially after suppression into coherent
transparent surfaces. Clearly, the integration should be carried
out for each direction of motion separately in order to obtain
multiple motion fields.
The perceptual difference between the paired and the unpaired
dot patterns can also be explained from some other perspectives.
For example, one might argue that the difference in the statistical
regularities of these patterns may be responsible for the difference in their perceptual transparency. Or one could imagine that
there might be a grouping process that tends to group together
motion elements that are spatially proximal to each other, thus
differentiating the paired dot patterns from the unpaired ones.
These alternative explanations are not in contradiction with the
hypothesis of local motion suppression we propose in this article. Our hypothesis is at the level of neural mechanism, while
the above two alternatives are higher-level explanations. In fact,
local motion suppression followed by an integration stage (see
below) can be viewed as a neural implementation of these higher-level explanations.
The concept of suppression among different directions of motion is not new (see, e.g., Stromeyer et al., 1984), although to
our knowledge, its role in motion transparency has not been
discussed before. This concept can be traced back to the wellknown illusion of motion aftereffect: when a part of visual field
is adapted to motion in a given direction, a subsequently presented pattern without net motion appears to move in the opposite direction. The standard explanation for such an illusion
is to assume an opponent stage in the motion pathway. The
adaptation to motion in a certain direction fatigues input for
that direction at the opponent stage and therefore a net response
in the opposite direction to a pattern without net motion signal
results. It seems reasonable to assume that the suppression stage
we propose in this article for determining motion transparency
contributes to the motion aftereffect. This assumption, together
with our finding in this article that the suppression is disparity
and spatial frequency specific, predicts that motion aftereffects
should be disparity and spatial frequency specific as well. In fact
these experiments have been performed and the results are consistent with the prediction (Regan and Beverley, 1973; Anstis
and Hassis, 1974; Cameron et al., 1992).
The problem of motion transparency has been studied previously with plaid patterns composed of two gratings with different orientations and directions of motion (Adelson and Movshon, 1982; Stoner et al., 1990). In these studies the patterns
were perceived as either transparent or coherent depending on
the parameters chosen. In the present work, we used patterns
with either no spatial orientation or a single spatial orientation
and the motions in the patterns were always in opposite directions. The problem of motion coherence present in displays with
multiple spatial orientations was thus avoided. This approach
has the advantage of allowing us to determine the conditions
for transparent motion perception without the confounding effect of motion coherence. This simplification helped us to pinpoint local suppression as a potential mechanism for determining the perceptual transparency of a display.
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We have considered how spatial frequency and binocular disparity contribute to transparent motion perception and find that
differences in these cues between patterns moving in opposite
directions increased the perceived motion transparency. We interpret our results by suggesting that the suppression between
opposite directions of motion is spatial frequency and disparity
specific. It is well known that motion transparency can also be
affected by other visual cues present in the world, such as form,
color, and static transparency (Krauskopf and Farell, 1990; Stoner
et al., 1990; Kooi et al., 1992). For example, Stoner et al. (1990)
varied the intersection luminance of square wave plaid patterns
to change the degree of static transparency of the overlapping
regions and found that transparent motion perception dramatically depends on this manipulation. Our model needs to be
extended in order to explain the effect of these other cues. One
possible way to explain the observation of Stoner et al. (1990)
is to introduce a mechanism that is sensitive to static transparency and to have this mechanism gate the suppressive interaction among local motion measurements.
We also made some observations on the interaction between
two directions of motion other than 180” apart. We generated
paired dot patterns with the two dots in each pair moving across
each other at four different angles (45”, 90”, 135”, and 180”) over
short distances. Note that the luminance intersections between
different orientations found in the plaid patterns are absent in
these dot patterns. Our preliminary results indicate that when
the difference of the two directions of motion is 90”, 135”, or
180”, neither motion transparency nor coherence is perceived.
If the difference of the direction of motion is 45”, however, we
saw a single coherent motion that was the average of the two
motion vectors. At all four angles we saw transparency when
the dots are not paired. These observations indicate that the
inhibitory effect is not restricted to the two opposite directions
of motion but extends at least to any two directions that are 90”
or more apart. This result agrees with the physiological observations by Snowden et al. (199 l), who found that for MT cells,
there is significant suppression between two directions of motion
90” apart. When the directional difference is 45” between the
two sets of moving dots the inhibition is presumably weak and
motion coherence results.
We argue that the proposed suppression stage of the visual
system or the pooling operation used in most computer models
could not represent more than one motion in a small area, in
the absence of other cues such as disparity and spatial frequency.
This is because the suppression or the pooling operation combines all initial motion measurements from a local area into a
single motion estimation, in order to solve the aperture problem
and to reduce noise. Without additional cues other than motion,
there is no basis for dividing the.initial motion measurements
from a location into more than one set and restricting pooling
within each set to obtain multiple motion estimations. Of course,
as we have already pointed out, multiple motion representation
at a given location can still be achieved at a later stage through
spatial integration if there are net motion signals along different
directions in different but mixed spatial locations at the sup
pression stage. It is important to note that the above argument
applies only to those methods that first measure motion energies
along different directions separately and then apply suppression
or pooling on these measurements in the subsequent stage without further reference to the original stimulus. While such a twostep model is biologically plausible (Snowden et al., 199 1; Qian
and Andersen, 1994), it does not make the best use of a stimulus:
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one loses information by computing motion energies from a
stimulus and then discarding the original stimulus in the subsequent steps. The original stimulus cannot be reconstructed
from the energy measures. When there are no other cues available, the suppression or pooling stage has no choice but to group
together all energy measurements from a local area into a single
estimate.
On the other hand, if one is not constrained by the biologically
plausible procedures mentioned above, it is then possible to
estimate more than one motion at a single location, in the absence of disparity or spatial frequency cues, as demonstrated
recently by Shizawa and Mase (1990). They considered stimuli
that can be expressed as summation of two or more brightness
distributions, each generated by a moving object. Each distribution is assumed to satisfy the constraint that the total brightness is conserved over time (Horn and Schunck, 198 1). They
then derived a constraint equation, parameterized by multiple
motion velocities, that is satisfied by the stimuli. Multiple motion fields could therefore be recovered from a stimulus by
minimizing the violation of the constraint. A heuristic was used
in their model to determine the number of motion fields in a
given stimulus. The reason that their algorithm could obtain
multiple motion at a single location is that they did not first
measure the motion signals in different directions separately.
Instead, their method recovers all final motion parameters at
the same time directly from the stimuli. Such an approach is
nonphysiological since it does not make use of the directionally
selective cells in the primary visual cortex, which appear to
measure motion energies in different directions instead of coding
the final motion velocities (Emerson et al., 1992). Furthermore,
we suspect that their model could not explain the difference in
perceptual transparency between the paired and the unpaired
dot patterns. Both types of patterns can be expressed as summation of two opposite motions. Their method would recover
the two motions from these patterns and thus consider both
patterns as transparent.
Our psychophysical studies presented in this article suggest
that there are two ways of representing transparent motion in
the human visual system. When there is no additional cues other
than motion, only one motion can be estimated in each small
visual area due to the local suppressive mechanisms. In this
case, different directions of motion are represented on different
spatial locations. These motion signals in different directions
are spatially mixed and can therefore be integrated into multiple
coherent surfaces. When there are extra cues other than motion
available, one can group the initial measurements from each
small area according to these cues, and restrict suppression among
different directions to be within each group to obtain multiple
motion estimations. Movements of objects in the real world are
usually not as well balanced as in the paired dot pattern. Furthermore, different objects tend to exist at different depths and
have different surface textures. They therefore generate different
disparities and usually contain different spatial frequency contents. Both mechanisms can therefore be used for representing
multiple motions in the natural world.
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